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CELEBRATING  YEARS

Royal Doulton’s history began in
, when John Doulton invested 
in a small pottery business on the
banks of the River Thames in
Lambeth, London.

By the s the business was flourishing

and stoneware jugs, bottles and utilitarian

wares for the kitchen and storage jars 

were made. From these small beginnings, 

Royal Doulton developed to become 

famous worldwide for enduring and

excellent design, pioneering techniques 

and outstanding artistry. Many of John’s

descendants have been involved during 

the last two centuries including his son

Henry, who was knighted by Queen Victoria

in .

Inspired by the brand’s London origins the

new Royal Doulton embraces the urban

culture and eclectic style of the city,

appealing to design conscious consumers.

The new products encourage self-expression

and are designed to give consumers

everything they need to create a relaxed and

sociable home. Royal Doulton’s mission is to

create good quality, contemporary designs,

that add enjoyment to everyday life.

Top:
Drainpipes being set in the kiln at the Erith 
works, 

Bottom:
Barber & Osgerby th Anniversary Vase
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CHARLENE MULLEN



Charlene Mullen is a homewares designer living and working in London. When asked to
create a piece to celebrate  years of Royal Doulton, she designed Little London in
homage to the city she loves.

The piece recreates Charlene’s favourite London landmarks and icons, cast in porcelain 
and decorated with illustrations in her signature hand-drawn style. Bold monochrome
decoration features across all of the buildings with Charlene’s favorite dash of red on the
world-famous London Routemaster bus. 

Little London is fun and practical; it’s a great conversation piece as well as being useful 
for storage and serving. 

Global limited edition of .





CHARLENNE MULLEN 
LITTLE LONDON

Little London


€.



Dinner Plate cm


€.

Side Plate cm


€.

Cereal Bowl cm


€.

Pasta Bowl cm


€.

Teacup & Saucer ml 
Boxed


€.

Espresso Cup & Saucer ml 
Boxed


€.

Mug ml


€.

Large Bowl cm
Boxed


€.

Large Platter cm
Boxed


€.

 Pce Set ( x Plate cm,
 x Plate cm,  x Cereal, 
 x Mug) Boxed


€.

CHARLENNE MULLEN 
FOULARD STAR 

CHARLENNE MULLEN 
MIXED ACCENTS 

Plate cm – Mixed Accents 
Set of  Boxed


€.

Mug – Mixed Accents 
Set of  Boxed


€.
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Mug – London Eye


€.

Mug – London Bridge
 

€.

Mug – London Tower


€.

Mug – Gherkin


€.

Mug – London Calling 
Set of  Boxed


€.

Large Bowl cm –
London Calling Boxed


€.

Large Platter cm –
London Calling Boxed


€.

Plate cm – London Calling 
Set of  Boxed


€.

CHARLENNE MULLEN 
LONDON CALLING
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FABLE

Young London-based illustrator Karolin Schnoor is one of the new designers to collaborate
with Royal Doulton. The resulting Fable collection is unique, striking and informal enough
to use everyday.

Royal Doulton has a proud tradition of working with rising young talent and we
handpicked Karolin, whose stunning work has already made a splash in London lifestyle
and fashion magazines, to be one of our creative partners.

Karolin’s vibrant illustrations draw on her passion for bold colours and clean lines, and are
heavily influenced by the folk art she remembers from children’s books. That charmingly
naïve quality shines through in her work. At the table or on the wall, Fable is ideal for
anyone looking to put a really individual stamp on their home. 



FABLE 
GARLAND & BLUE TREE

Plate cm 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm 
FABLE 

€.

Cereal cm 
FABLE 

€.

Pasta cm 
FABLE 

€.

Serving Bowl cm 
FABLE 

€.

Platter cm 
Boxed
FABLE 

€.

Mug ml 
FABLE 

€.

 Pce Set 
( x Plate cm,  x Plate
cm,  x Cereal,  x Mug) 
FABLE 

€.



Plate cm


€.

Plate cm 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm 
FABLE 

€.

Cereal cm


€.

Pasta cm


€.

Serving Bowl cm Boxed


€.

Platter cm Boxed 
FABLE 

€.

Mug ml Blue Tree 
FABLE 

€.

 Pce Set 
( x Plate cm,  x Plate
cm,  x Mug,  x Cereal)


€.
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FABLE ACCENTS

Plate cm Red Tree 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Blue Tree 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Bird
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Flower
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Red Tree 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Blue Tree 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Bird
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Flower
FABLE 

€.

Mug ml Red Tree 
FABLE 

€.

Mug ml Blue Tree 
FABLE 

€.

Mug ml Bird
FABLE 

€.

Mug ml Flower 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Set of  Boxed 
FABLE 

€.

Plate cm Set of  Boxed 
FABLE 

€.

Mug ml Set of  Boxed 
FABLE 

€.

Platter cm Blue Tree 
Boxed
FABLE 

€.
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GORDON RAMSAY

Internationally renowned multi-Michelin starred chef, Gordon Ramsay has a string of
successful restaurants across the globe, bestselling cookbooks and an international 
T.V. career.

Royal Doulton and Gordon Ramsay have been in partnership for a number of years working
together to develop collections that bring the restaurant experience to the home and
reflect Gordon’s passion for the dining experience.

Taking inspiration from the large warehouse style space of Gordon’s Bread Street Kitchen
restaurant in London, the Bread Street collection is a relaxed dining collection reflecting the
urban aesthetic the restaurant surrounds. 

Taking inspiration from his restaurant in London, Maze is a fresh, contemporary tableware
collection for everyday dining available in a range of complementary colours.
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GORDON RAMSAY
BREAD STREET 

Plate White cm 
GRBRST

€.

Plate White cm 
GRBRST

€.

Pasta White cm
GRBRST

€.

Cereal White cm 
GRBEST

€.

Round Platter White cm 
GRBRST

€.

Mug White
GRBRST

€.

Breakfast Cup & Saucer 
White
GRBRST

€.

Espresso Cup & Saucer 
White
GRBRST

€.

White Set pce 
GRBRST

€.

Plate Slate cm
GRBRST

€.

Plate Slate cm
GRBRST

€.

Pasta Slate cm
GRBRST

€.

Cereal Slate cm
GRBRST

€.

Mug Slate
GRBRST

€.

Breakfast Cup & Saucer 
Slate
GRBRST

€.

Slate Set pce 
GRBRST

€.

Small Jug with paddle 
GRBRST

€.

Individual Handled Server 
GRBRST

€.

Individual Gratin 
GRBRST

€.

Individual Casserole 
GRBRST

€.

Serving Board with Ceramic 
Insert 
GRBRST

€.

Also available
Serving Bowl 28cm
GRBRST6714 

€.
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GORDON RAMSAY 
MAZE WHITE & BLUE

Plate cm
GRMZWH 

€.

Plate cm
GRMZWH 

€.

Pasta Bowl cm
GRMZWH 

€.

Bowl cm
GRMZWH 

€.

Serving Bowl cm 
GRMZWH 

€.

Breakfast Cup and Saucer 
Sleeved
GRMZWH 

€.

Large Mug
GRMZWH 

€.

Small Mug
GRMZWH 

€.

Espresso Cup 
GRMZWH 
33  €.
Espresso Saucer 
GRMZWH 
  €.

 Pce Boxed Set ( x Plate
cm, Plate cm, Bowl
cm) 
GRMZWH 

€.

Plate cm
GRMZBL 

€.

Plate cm
GRMZBL 

€.

Pasta Bowl cm
GRMZBL 

€.

Bowl cm
GRMZBL 

€.

Serving Bowl cm 
GRMZBL 

€.

Breakfast Cup and Saucer 
Sleeved
GRMZBL 

€.

Large Mug
GRMZBL 

€.

 Pce Boxed Set ( x Plate
cm, Plate cm, Bowl
cm)
GRMZBL 

€.
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GORDON RAMSAY 
MAZE TEAL & DARK GREY



Plate cm
GRMZTE

€.

Plate cm
GRMZTE

€.

Pasta bowl cm
GRMZTE

€.

Cereal Bowl cm
GRMZTE21718

€.

Serving Bowl cm 
GRMZTE

€.

Breakfast Cup and saucer 
GRMZTE

€.

Large Mug
GRMZTE

€.

 Pce Boxed Set ( x Plate
cm, Plate cm, Bowl
cm) 
GRMZTE

€.

Plate cm


€.

Plate cm


€.

Pasta bowl cm


€.

Cereal Bowl cm


€.

Serving Bowl cm


€.

Large Mug


€.

Pasta  pc Set


€.

 piece set


€.
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HEMINGWAY DESIGN

Continuing the brand ethos to provide striking products for all occasions, Royal Doulton
has partnered with HemingwayDesign to provide a collection of contemporary accessories
for decoration, as well as everyday use. Each piece has been designed to improve things
that matter in life – a philosophy that HemingwayDesign stand by throughout all 
their work. 

The family-run firm work across all design disciplines from housing and interiors to
graphics and product design, and it is this experience that makes these new products 
so special. This exciting partnership sees the Hemingway family work directly with Royal
Doulton designers, bringing together years of experience to create a unique collection 
of products for the home. 

On the partnership Wayne Hemingway says: “We have been interested to work on a
ceramic collection with Royal Doulton for some time. Combining our distinctive style with
the Royal Doulton brand heritage and aesthetic presented an array of exciting possibilities
and we are delighted with the final result.” 



HEMINGWAY DESIGN

Bouquet Vase


€.

Rose Vase


€.

Medium Vase


€.

Stem Vase


€.

Storage Jar - Large


€.

Storage Jar - Small


€.

Jug - Medium


€.

Jug - Small


€.

Nesting Bowl - Medium


€.

Nesting Bowl - Small


€.

Nesting Serving Tray - Large


€.

Candle Holder 


€.

Tealight Holder


€.
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STREET ART – PURE EVIL

Pure Evil, otherwise known as Charley Uzzell Edwards is one of the key British artists of the
booming international street art scene. He has exhibited in leading galleries around the
world and owns Pure Evil Gallery in London. 

The Pure Evil Bunny originated when a young Charley got his hands on a shotgun and went
walking in the countryside. He saw a rabbit in a field and took a pot-shot at it but was later
horrified to discover that he’d actually killed it.

Ever since that day, Pure Evil has painted the fanged, three-legged bunny as a way 
of remembering his terrible deed from that summer’s day and to keep the bunny’s 
memory alive.

For the first time the Pure Evil Bunny has been immortalised as a limited edition ceramic
figurine and is available in  different designs – each depicting Pure Evil's most 
recognised works.





STREET ART – PURE EVIL
TH ANNIVERSARY

Touch me I'm sick 
Limited Edition 


€.

Nightmare
Limited Edition 


€.

Dipped & Dripped 
Limited Edition 


€.

Gold
Limited Edition 


€.

Camo
Limited Edition 


€.



Plate cm Neon Bunny 
Ltd Ed
      

€.

Plate cm Double Exposure 
Ltd Ed


€.

Plate cm Bunny Finger 
Ltd Ed
STRART

€.

Plate cm Pure Evil in the Pillory 
Ltd Ed
STRART

€.

Plate cm Beautiful Thing 
Ltd Ed
STRART

€.

Plate cm Marilyn Marlene Dali 
Ltd Ed
STRART

€.

Plates cm Set of  
STRART

€.

STREET ART – PURE EVIL 





STREET ART – NICK WALKER



Nick Walker launch on to the Bristol graffiti scene in the early ’s and since then has
continually evolved his style using hand-cut stencils and freehand painting. Nick’s alter ego,
the Bowler Hatted Vandal, is now recognised across the world.

For the first time in Royal Doulton’s history, the latest D scanning technology has been
used to create a figurine. Nick Walker, dressed as the Bowler Hatted Vandal, was scanned,
D printed in resin and then recreated in bone china.

Perfectly combining traditional materials and craftsmanship with new technology, this is a
perfect piece to showcase both the history and future of the Royal Doulton brand.

Global limited edition of .





STREET ART – NICK WALKER
TH ANNIVERSARY

Vandal vs Parliament Figure 
Ltd Ed 


€.



STREET ART – NICK WALKER

Plate cm The morning after, 
Beverley Hills Ltd Ed 
99

€.

Plate cm Les Enfants Terrible 
Ltd Ed 


€.

Plate cm Love Vandal 
Ltd Ed 
STRART

€.

Plate cm Vandal Airways 
Ltd Ed 
STRART

€.

Plate cm The Morning After New 
York Ltd Ed 
STRART

€.

Plate cm Collage 
Ltd Ed 
STRART

€.

Plates cm Set of 
STRART

€.
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BARBER & OSGERBY

Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby founded the eponymous Barber & Osgerby design 
studio after meeting at the Royal College of Art in London. Since then, they have worked 
on a wide range of global design projects including the  London Olympic torch, a
commemorative £ coin, and a permanent gallery at the Science Museum. Their work is
held in permanent collections around the world including the V&A Museum, London. 

Barber & Osgerby have chosen to celebrate  years of Royal Doulton by creating the 
Pipe Vase. The pair have drawn inspiration from the shape of the salt-glazed stoneware
pipes that were some of the most significant products to be manufactured in Royal
Doulton’s earliest days.

Crafted in matt black stoneware with a gloss glaze interior, the vase is as practical as it is
beautiful. Perfect for even the largest of bouquets, or as stand-alone statement piece the
vase is set to be a design classic.

Global Limited Edition of .





BARBER & OSGERBY
TH ANNIVERSARY

Black Pipe Vase


€.





White Dinner Plate cm


€.

White Side Plate cm


€.

White Cereal Bowl cm


€.

White Pasta Bowl cm


€.

White Medium Serving 
Bowl .cm


€.

White Platter Small cm


€.

White Medium Platter cm


€.

White Platter Large cm


€.

White Tea Pot


€.

White Cream & Sugar Set


€.

BARBER & OSGERBY
OLIO

White Mug ml


€.

White Medium Jug .cm


€.

White Dip Dishes  x cm


€.

White Snack Set Tray & 
Bowls


€.

Wooden Handled Server
cm


€.

Wooden Trivet cm


€.

Wooden Serving Platter
cm


€.

Wooden Serving Platter
cm


€.





Duck Egg Dinner Plate cm


€.

Duck Egg Side Plate cm


€.

Duck Egg Cereal Bowl cm


€.

Duck Egg Pasta Bowl cm


€.

Duck Egg Platter Medium
cm


€.

Duck Egg Jug Medium
.cm


€.

Duck Egg Mug ml


€.

Duck Egg Serving Bowl 
Medium .cm


€.

BARBER & OSGERBY
OLIO

Black Tea Pot


€.

Black Sugar & Cream Set


€.

Black Mug


€.

Black Jug Large cm


€.

Black Serving Bowl Large
cm


€.

Red Jug Medium


€.

Red Bowl Medium


€.

Red Serving Platter Small


€.

Also available: 

Cutlery Set pc 
/ Stainless Steel 


€.






TH ANNIVERSARY

Vase cm Red


€.

Vase cm Pink


€.

Bowl cm Purple


€.

Jug cm Aqua


€.

Nesting Bowls Set of 


€.

Cat Green cm


€.

Bottle cm Orange


€.

Jug cm Blue


€.

To celebrate the success of , a new range of interior gifting pieces will be added to
the core collection. Each piece will be stamped with a new - mark – this mark
will only be used for the duration of the th year.

A sculptural piece has also been added – using the famous ‘Pushkin’ cat shape first
launched in . It is brought into the  family by adding dipped glaze decoration.





Dinner Plate cm 
Set of  
TW

€.

Side Plate cm 
Set of  
TW

€.

Pasta Bowl cm 
Set of  
TW

€.

Cereal Bowl cm
Set of  


€.

Noodle Bowl cm 
Set of 
TW

€.

Serving Dish cm 
Set of 
TW

€.

Olive Tray cm 
Set of 
TW 

€.

Bowl cm 
Set of 
TW 

€.

Plate cm 
Set of 
TW 

€.

Dip Tray cm 
Set of  
TW 

€.

Dish cm 
Set of 
TW 

€.

Utensil Set of 
TW 

€.

Rectangular Tray .cm 
Set of 
TW 

€.

Square Tray cm 
Set of 
TW 

€.

Brights Mug ml 
Set of 
TW 

€.

Pastels Mug ml 
Set of  
TW 

€.

 BRIGHTS
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Plate cm 
TW 

€.

Plate cm 
TW 

€.

Cereal Bowl cm 
TW 

€.

Pasta Bowl cm 
TW 

€.

Teacup ml 
TW  
  €.
Tea Saucer cm 
TW 
  €.

Espresso Cup 
TW 
  €.
Espresso Saucer 
TW 
  €.

Mug Small ml
TW 

€.

Mug Large ml 
TW 

€.

Serving Bowl cm 
TW 

€.

Rectangular Tray 
. x cm 
TW 

€.

 Pce Set ( x Plate cm, 
 x Plate cm, Cereal, 
Mug) 
TW 

€.

 WHITE & WOOD

Pizza Board cm
CA

€.

Serving Board L/S  
cm x cm 
CA 

€.

Serving Board S/S 
cm x cm 
CA 

€.
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Plate cm 
TW 

€.

Plate cm 
TW 

€.

Cereal Bowl cm 
TW 

€.

Pasta Bowl cm 
TW 

€.

Teacup ml 
TW 
  €.
Tea Saucer cm 
TW 
  €.

Espresso Cup 
TW 
  €.
Espresso Saucer 
TW 
  €.

Mug Small ml
TW 

€.

Mug Large ml 
TW 

€.

Serving Bowl cm 
TW 

€.

Serving Dish L/S cm 
TW 

€.

Individual Serving Dish S/S
cm 
TW 

€.

Oval Pie Dish 
 x cm
TW

€.

Lasagne Dish 
 x cm
TW

€.

Casserole L/S .ltr 
TW 

€.

Serving Jug ml 
TW 

€.

Pitcher .ltr 
TW 

€.

Rectangular Tray 
. x cm 
TW 

€.

 Pce Set ( x Plate cm, 
 x Plate cm, Cereal, 
Mug) 
TW 

€.

 BLUE
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Plate cm


€.

Plate cm


€.

Cereal Bowl cm


€.

Pasta Bowl cm


€.

Serving Bowl cm


€.

Rectangular Serving Tray
cm


€.

Mug - Dot


€.

Mug - Lines


€.

Mug - Circle Repeat


€.

Mug - Splash


€.

Mug - Texture


€.

Mug - Brush


€.

Mug Set of 


€.

Plate cm Set of 


€.

Bowl cm Set of 


€.

Plate cm Set of 


€.

pc Set


€.

PACIFIC





DECANTER SETS

HIGHCLERE

Goblet box of  
CIHIGH 

Wine box of  
CIHIGH 

Flute box of  
CIHIGH 

Sherry box of  
CIHIGH 

Hiball box of  
CIHIGH 

Tumbler box of  
CIHIGH 

HIGHCLERE

Goblet box of  
CIHIGH 

€.

Wine box of  
CIHIGH 

€.

Flute box of  
CIHIGH 

€.

Sherry box of  
CIHIGH 

€.

Hiball box of  
CIHIGH 

€.

Tumbler box of  
CIHIGH 

€.

LUNAR

Flute Champagne
ml box of  
CILUNA  

€.

Goblet ml box of  
CILUNA 

€.

Wine ml box of  
CILUNA  

€.

Hiball ml box of  
CILUNA   

€.

Tumbler ml box of  
CILUNA 

€.

Square Decanter &  Tumblers 
boxed
CIDESN 
 
€.   

Square Decanter &  Brandy boxed 
CIDESN 

€.

Round Decanter &  Wine boxed 
CIDESN 

€.

Champagne Bucket &  Flute boxed 
CIDESN 

€.





PROMISES
TWO HEARTS ENTWINED 

Two Hearts Entwined 
Vase cm boxed 


€.    

Two Hearts Entwined 
Vase cm boxed 


€.    

Two Hearts Entwined 
Vase cm boxed


€.    

Two Hearts Entwined 
Bowl cm boxed


€.   

Two Hearts Entwined ml 
pair boxed
CITOFL 
  
€.  

Two Hearts Entwined 
Cocktail Glass pair boxed

65
€.    

Two Hearts Entwined Wine 
pair boxed
CITOFL 

€.   

Two Hearts Entwined Tumbler 
pair boxed
CITOFL 

€.    





TITLE PROMISES
WITH THIS RING 

With This Ring 
Vase cm boxed 

  €.  

With This Ring 
Vase cm boxed 


€.

With This Ring
Vase cm boxed


€.

With This Ring 
Bowl cm boxed


€.

Toasting Flutes 
Twinkle pair boxed 
CITOFL  
 
€.  

With This Ring Flute pair 
boxed
CITOFL  
   €.   

With This Ring Cocktail Glass 
pair boxed

  €.   

With This Ring Wine pair 
boxed
CITOFL 
  €.    

With This Ring Tumbler pair 
boxed 
CITOFL  
  €.  

Toasting Flutes
Many Happy Returns pair boxed 
CITOFL 
  
€. 

Toasting Flutes
Celebration ml pair boxed 
CITOFL 
 
€.   





VIVA

Large Vase cm Blue


€.

Large Rose Bowl cm Green


€.

Large Vase cm Grey


€.

Medium Vase cm White


€.

Medium Vase cm Green


€.

Small Vase cm Grey


€.

Small Vase cm White


€.

Small Round Vase cm Blue


€.





DORCHESTER

Large Vase .cm 
boxed
CIDOGW  

€.

Bud Vase cm 
boxed
CIDOGW  

€.

Deep Bowl cm boxed 
CIDOGW  

€.

Shallow Bowl cm boxed 
CIDOGW  

€.

Votive cm boxed
CIDOGW  

€.

LUNAR 

Conical Vase cm boxed 
CILUGW 

€.

Conical Vase cm boxed 
CILUGW 

€.

Cylinder Vase cm boxed 
CILUGW 

€.

Conical Bowl cm boxed 
CILUGW 

€.

Carafe ml and Tumbler boxed
.ltr/.ltr
CILUGW 
  
€.  

Wine Decanter .ltr boxed 
CILUGW 

€.





NEWBURY

Flared Vase cm boxed 
CINEWB 

€.

Hollow Sided Vase cm boxed 
CINEWB 

€.

Hollow Sided Vase cm boxed 
CINEWB 

€.

Urn Vase cm boxed 
CINEWB 

€.

Urn Vase cm boxed 
CINEWB 

€.

Ball Vase/Votive cm boxed 
CINEWB 

€.

Bowl cm boxed
CINEWB 

€.



RADIANCE



Clock Round Faceted boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Clock Square Faceted boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Napkin Rings set of  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Small Tealight Holders pair boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Facet Photo Frame  x  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Diamond Photo Frame  x  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Diamond Photo Frame  x  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Bevelled Photo Frame  x  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Large Tealight Holder boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Trinket Box cm boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Trinket Box .cm boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Facet Photo Frame  x  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Bevelled Photo Frame  x  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Mini Photo Frames set of  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.

Mini Fancy Frames set of  boxed 
CIRAGW 

€.





cm Plate
ITRABU   

€.

Baby Plate
ITRABU   

€.

Cereal Bowl
ITRABU   

€.

 Handled Hug-a-Mug 
ITRABU  

€.

 Handled Hug-a-Mug 
ITRABU
9
€.

Eggcup
ITRABU  

€.

Baby Set – Baby Plate,  Handled 
Hug-a-Mug
ITRABU 

€.    

Infants Set – Cereal Bowl, 
Handled Hug-a-Mug 
ITRABU 

€.    

Nursery Set – Baby Plate, 
Feeding Spoon
IBUNUS 

€.

Children’s Set – cm Plate, Cereal 
Bowl,  Handled Hug-a-Mug 
ITRABU 

€.

Bunnykins Christening 
Money Ball
IBUNFA 538 
16
€.

Bunnykins Christening 
Children’s Set – Christening Plate, 
Hug-a-Mug  Handle
IBUNOC 
 
€.

BUNNYKINS 





Frame  x "


€.

Double Folding Photo Frame


€.

Cutlery set


€.

Music Box


€.

Money Box


€.

BUNNYKINS SILVER GIFT





PRESTIGE
TH ANNIVERSARY

Lion's Mound Figure 
Limited Edition 


€.

The Lion’s Mound – Symbolising Courage And Bravery

Modelled in the UK by Andrew Edwards, this sculpture of the Lion’s Mound is inspired by
the monument built by King William I of the Netherlands to mark the spot where his son,
who became King in , was injured. The massive cast iron Lion statue, is on the top of a
huge mound standing  metres high. 

The sphere under the Lion’s paw represents the peace in Europe achieved by the victory at
Waterloo, bringing to an end over  years of conflict and heralding  years of peace. 





ANNUALS

Pretty Ladies Christmas 
Figure of the Year  
Christmas Morning cm


€.

Petites Christmas 
Figure of the Year  
Christmas Eve cm


€.

A Gift for Santa cm


€.

The First Noel cm


€.

Hallelujah Chorus cm


€.

O Holy Night cm


€.

Pretty Ladies 
Figure of the Year 
Eleanor cm


€.

Mother 
  Figure of the Year 
Time Together cm


€.

Happy Birthday
Figure of the Year  cm


€.

Petites
Figure of the Year 
Lydia cm


€.

SONGS OF CHRISTMAS





January – Garnet cm 
BISTPT

€.

February – Amethyst cm 
BISTPT

€.

March – Aquamarine cm 
BISTPT

€.

April – Diamond cm 
BISTPT

€.

May – Emerald cm 
BISTPT

€.

June – Pearl cm
BISTPT

€.

July – Ruby cm
BISTPT

€.

August – Peridot cm 
BISTPT

€.

September – Sapphire cm 
BISTPT

€.

October – Opal cm 
BISTPT

€.

November – Topaz cm 
BISTPT

€.

December – Turquoise cm 
BISTPT

€.

BIRTHSTONES





PETITES

NEW Wendy cm


€.

NEW Diane cm


€.

NEW Cheryl cm


€.

Patricia cm
PEFISC

€.

Amanda cm
PEFISC

€.

Kim cm
PEFISC

€.

Lisa cm
PEFISC

€.

Amelia cm
PEFISC 

€.

Megan cm
PEFISC 

€.

Gillian cm
PEFISC 

€.

Madelaine cm
PEFISC 

€.





Andrea


€.

Paula


€.

Jaqueline


€.

Karen cm
HNFISC

€.

Amy cm
HNFISC 

€.

Alexandra cm
HNFISC   

€.

Carolyn cm
HNFISC 

€.

Kate cm
HNFISC 

€.

Rebecca cm
HNFISC 

€.

PRETTY LADIES



TERMS & CONDITIONS
OF SALE

. GENERAL

These Terms and Conditions form part of all contracts for the supply 
of goods (“the Goods”) by WWRD United Kingdom or WWRD Ireland
Limited (“Us” or “We”) to any buyer (“You”). By placing an order with
us You accept that these Terms and Conditions prevail over and exclude
all other terms and conditions unless specifically agreed in writing by
Us and any conditions or stipulations to the contrary are hereby
excluded. These Conditions form part of all contracts for the supply of
goods (“the Goods”) by WWRD United Kingdom, Ltd (“Us” or “We”) to
any buyer (“You”) and We do not agree to any oral or written terms or
conditions submitted by You unless We expressly agree in writing to
accept a variation of these conditions.

. ACCEPTANCE OF ORDERS 

If We give You a quotation this does not mean We are obliged to
accept an order from You. An order for the Goods whether written,
oral or transmitted by electronic or other means (including via the
Internet) will only be binding on Us once We have accepted it and it
will be subject to these Terms and Conditions.

. CANCELLATION OF ORDERS/RETURNS

    (i)   We reserve the right to refuse any cancellation or purported
cancellation of orders where the Goods are ready for dispatch or 
in the process of being made.

    (ii)  If You are in breach of any of your obligations under any contract
between Us and You or if any distress or execution is levied on
your property or We have serious doubts about your solvency or
creditworthiness then We may (without prejudice to any other
right We may have) write to You to bring to an end or to suspend
wholly or in part any contract between Us and You.

. DELIVERY

    (i)  Delivery estimates are given in good faith and We will make every
effort to adhere to them but We do not guarantee them and do
not accept liability for any loss arising from delay in delivery.

    (ii)  Unless otherwise previously agreed, where the Goods are for the
delivery in Great Britain (mainland), delivery occurs at Your
premises in Great Britain (mainland).

          In all other cases unless otherwise agreed delivery occurs 
“Ex Works” (Incoterms ) which at our option will be either 
our factory or our UK Distribution Centre.

    (iii) We reserve the right to deliver against any order for non-standard
patterns or designs an excess or shortage up to % of the
quantity of the Goods ordered. The Goods invoiced will be the
quantity actually delivered.

    (iv) We reserve the right to charge carriage for orders that have a 
ow net sales value. You will be notified at the time of acceptance
of your order if this charge is applicable and the amount of  
the charge.

    (v)  The Goods will be dispatched by post only when it is economic 
for Us to do so or when special instructions to do so are received 
from You. Accordingly, You must issue clear instructions if special
arrangements are to be made. A surcharge will be made for 
all small packages dispatched and for all parcels posted at 
your request.

. PRICES

    (i)   Prices are subject to change and the actual price to be paid by 
You will be the price, which is current at the time when the Goods
are invoiced.

    (ii)  If We agree to special requests from You relating to the method 
of packing or the type of delivery You will be charged for any extra
costs which We incur. We will notify You at the time of accepting
your order of the amount of any such charge. 

. PAYMENT 

    (i)   All payments must be made, in the currency stated in the invoice,
within thirty () days of the date of the invoice, except that
payment must be made immediately if any of the events referred
to in condition  (ii) above happens.

    (ii)  It is an essential condition of our agreement to supply You 
that You will pay on time. If you fail to do so We are entitled
without any liability whatsoever to treat as at an end any other
outstanding contract then existing between Us and You. This
means that We are not obliged to make any further supplies  even
if We have already accepted your order. 

    (iii) Without prejudice to any other rights We may have, We may
charge You interest (both before and after any judgment) on the
overdue amount from the due date until the date of payment at
the rate of % per annum above Bank of England base rate from
time to time, (a part of a month being treated as a full month for
the purpose of calculating interest).

    (iv) All payments that We receive will first be used in settlement of
accounts that have been outstanding longest and/or, at our
option, any accumulated interest and arrears.

. PROPERTY AND RISK

    (i)   From the time of delivery (as defined in condition  (ii) above) the
Goods are at your risk. This means that You are solely responsible
for their custody, maintenance and insurance. 

    (ii)  Title to the Goods does not pass to You until We have received
unconditional payment in full for all goods supplied by Us to You
at any time. 

    (iii) You must hold the Goods as bailee and must keep them separate
and identifiable from all other goods in your possession

    (iv) If You sell the Goods or any other event occurs which causes title
to, or ownership of, the Goods to pass from Us then any money or
other consideration You receive belongs to Us and You will assign
it to Us. Until You do so You must hold these proceeds of sale 
in a separate identified account upon trust for Us and may 
not mix them with other moneys or pay them into any 
overdrawn accounts.

    (v)  If We ask You to return Goods to the value of any outstanding
balance on your account then You must immediately do so.

    (vi) At any time after the due date for payment, or before the due date
for payment if We have serious doubts about your solvency or
willingness or ability to pay for the Goods, We are entitled to give
notice in writing to You to pay within the time specified in the
notice the full price of any Goods which have already been
delivered to You and, if on the expiration of that period You have
not paid the whole of the price outstanding then We are entitled
to end your right to use the Goods and may require the immediate
return of any Goods delivered to You to which You do not at that
time have title. You hereby grant to us a licence to enter your
premises to remove the Goods.

. LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE GOODS

    (i)   In the case of defective Goods, We will at our discretion either
credit to You the full price paid for such Goods or will replace
them provided that:

          a) the defect is proved to our reasonable satisfaction to be due 
to bad workmanship or materials or to negligence on 
our part.

          b) We are advised in writing of the alleged defect as soon as 
possible and in any event within  hours of the Goods in 
question having been delivered to You.

          c) The Goods alleged to be defective are held for our inspection 
or, at our discretion, are adequately repacked to prevent 
damage and are returned to Us in accordance with 
our instructions.
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    (ii)  Where the price is inclusive of carriage, in the case of Goods
damaged in transit, We will at our discretion either credit to You
the full price paid or replace any of the Goods which are so
damaged provided that:

a) The damage is proved to our reasonable satisfaction to have 
occurred during transit and

b) We are advised in writing of the alleged damage as soon as 
possible and in any event within  hours of the Goods in 
question having been delivered to You and

c) The Goods alleged to be damaged are held for our inspection 
or, at our discretion, are adequately packaged to prevent 
further damage and are returned to Us in accordance with 
our instructions.

   (iii) Where the price is inclusive of carriage, in the case of Goods or a
consignment of Goods wholly or partially lost in transit, We will at
our discretion either credit You with the full price paid or replace
any lost Goods as soon as possible and in any event within  days
of the Goods in question having been invoiced to You.

   (iv) If You receive defective Goods as part of an outstanding order You
are not entitled to refuse to accept delivery of, or payment for, the
remainder of the order.

    (v)  You will be deemed to have inspected and accepted the Goods
unless You advise Us that You have not received the Goods or that
the Goods are defective or damaged, in accordance with the
requirements of Condition .

   (vi) We will not be liable for any direct or indirect loss (including but
not limited to consequential or economic loss) or damages
howsoever caused other than where our negligence causes
personal injury or death. 

   (vii) Subject to the provisions of this condition  and except as required
by law, all express or implied warranties or conditions as to quality
or fitness for any purpose of the Goods are expressly excluded.

    (viii)Except to the extent that the law prohibits any limitation on our
liability, the above is the full extent of our liability.

. DESCRIPTIONS

    (i)   Every care is taken to ensure that descriptions and specifications
provided by Us are correct when given, but We reserve the right 
to alter such specifications and descriptions without notice 
or liability.

    (ii)  Even if You have inspected a sample of the Goods such a sample is
provided solely to enable You to judge the quality of the bulk, and
does not constitute a sale by sample.

. CONSUMER SALES

No provision contained in these Terms and Conditions in any way 
diminishes or affects any statutory rights available to You if You are
buying as a consumer.

. MARKETING

    (i)   You agree to sell the Goods as principal only.

    (ii)  If You are a retailer, You agree to market the Goods in such 
a way as to support and reinforce their high quality image and
reputation and to operate the highest standards of shop fitting
and display for goods of this nature.

    (iii) All catalogues, literature, advertisements and other promotional 
copy (including Internet or other electronic material)
incorporating references to Us, our corporate name or our
intellectual property must be submitted to Us for written 
approval prior to printing, use or publication. No sales may 
be made by mail order, catalogue, or via the Internet without 
our prior written approval.

. SEVERABILITY AND WAIVER

   (i)   If any of these Terms and Conditions is or becomes invalid or
unenforceable, then it will be modified to the minimum extent
necessary to remove the invalidity or unenforceability and will
then be binding. All other terms will remain in full force and effect.

    (ii)  A failure by Us to exercise any right or remedy will not exclude our
right to exercise such  right or remedy in the future nor alter the
obligations which we have to each other.

. RESALE

You will not without our prior written consent, directly or indirectly sell 
the Goods for resale in any country other than a Member State of the
European Economic Union (the “EU”) or the European Free Trade
Associate (“EFTA”) nor actively solicit by any means (including Internet)
purchasers of the Goods, whether for resale or otherwise, in any
country other than a Member State of the EU or EFTA. If you are Our
appointed Agent or Distributor for a non-EU/EFTA territory then your
written agreement with Us confirming Your appointment constitutes
Our consent for You to sell Goods and solicit business in that 
territory only.

. DELAY OR INABILITY TO SUPPLY

We will not be liable to You for any loss or damage that may arise 
as a result of the supply of Goods being prevented by circumstances
beyond our control including the default of any of our suppliers.

. APPLICABLE LAW

    (i)   These Terms and Conditions are to be construed in accordance
with the laws of England and all contracts governed by them will
be deemed to have been made in England.

    (ii)  You consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts 
all matters regarding contracts governed by these Terms and
Conditions except to the extent that We invoke the jurisdiction 
of the Courts of any other country.

. SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO CORPORATE GIFTS AND
INCENTIVES

Such Goods are supplied subject to the following:

    (i)   They are intended for approved incentive, promotional,
commemorative by You only and are not for resale to other
companies, the general public or to your individual employees,
unless otherwise agreed in writing.

    (ii)  If requested by Us, You shall give Us such information as We
require regarding the intended use of the Goods. The provision of
inadequate or inaccurate information entitles Us to refuse any
orders or to cancel any orders that may have been accepted in
reliance upon inaccurate information.

    (iii) All advertising and promotional copy involving the Goods must be
submitted to, and approved by Us at all stages prior to publication.

    (iv) The Goods will be used for approved commercial activities within
member states of the EU or EFTA only unless We specifically agree
other territories in writing.

    (v)  Condition  (iii) shall apply regarding quantity.

. LANGUAGE

These Terms and Conditions are drafted in the English language. 
If We provide you with a version of these Terms and Conditions 
which has been translated into any other language, the English 
version shall prevail.
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